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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on a preliminary comparative study of Alexa,
Siri, and Google Assistant voice assistants (VA) that explores the
origins of answers provided on each platform in an attempt to de-
termine the extent that these origins influence responses. Questions
were selected from Text Recognition (TREC) 2017 Live Question
Answering (QA) Track Data, a collection of pre-assessed questions
that are part of the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) TREC QA track. Responses were collected as voice memos
and screen captures, then analyzed to determine the origins of
each answer or set of answers provided. Results indicate that the
origins of answers are different search engines, and that algorithm-
centered processes in each voice assistant result in vast differences
in answers to questions. Because the online search results provided
as answers by voice assistants are influenced by content and struc-
tured data, technical communicators and UX practitioners can help
ensure that voice assistants are able to provide accurate, complete,
and ethical responses to users’ questions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This project started with a query on our family’s new Amazon
Echo Dot: “Alexa, what are the three laws of robotics?” My younger
daughter asked the question based on a prompt from the setup
wizard. Alexa responded as follows:

Here’s what I found on reference.com: the three laws
of robotics state that a robot cannot harm a human,
must obey orders and must act to protect itself in
situations that will not conflict with the first two laws.
These laws were created by science-fiction author
Isaac Asimov. (Alexa activity transcript, punctuation
and capitalization added)

As I heard Alexa’s response, I wondered what prompted it to rely
on reference.com1 as its authoritative source. After all, if I ran the
same search on Google using a browser or app, I’d be given a
number of choices from which to select an authoritative source.
Given my research experience and preferences, I’d likely select a
source that referenced the books where Asimov outlined the laws.
But Alexa, as a voice assistant, doesn’t have the luxury of displaying
a series of results from which to select a valid, reliable, accurate
source. It needs to provide a single response to the query in a brief,
meaningful audio byte. This project seeks to explore the choices
made by voice assistants like Alexa to select the query responses
they do, and to compare those choices to query responses from
other online sources.
Smart speakers (like Amazon Echo and Google Home) and voice
assistants (like Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana, Amazon’s Alexa
and Google Assistant) are rapidly being integrated into homes [30].
A November 2020 Insider Intelligence report predicts that 42% of
American users will use a voice assistant at least once a month
in 2021, and 69% of those users will use voice assistants on smart
speakers [29]. One common use of voice assistants is to ask a ques-
tion: An April 2020 Voicebot report listed “ask a question” as the
third most likely use of smart assistant, with 29% of respondents (N
= 1,056) doing so daily, 66% doing so monthly, and 83% having tried
at least once [14]. Users routinely ask voice assistants to conduct
searches to answer their questions.
While search algorithms and the use of artificial intelligence in on-
line search are already obscure processes that limit critical scrutiny
[9, 10, 26–28], voice search on smart speakers is even more obscure
because smart speakers don’t produce a search engine results page
(SERP) in response to a query whose responses can be reviewed
and adjudicated for accuracy. instead, they seek to provide a single
answer in response to a query.
This research project asks three questions:

1The specific reference.com page that Alexa cited, which can be accessed in the Activity
log transcript on the Alexa app, is no longer active: https://www.reference.com/science/
three-laws-robotics-29839de7a8979d38
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• Where do smart speakers find their answers?
• How do TC researchers and practitioners account for search
results on smart speakers and voice assistants when only a
single response is provided?

• What role do algorithms and AI play in providing responses,
and how much agency can or should be attributed to those
actors?

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This paper uses the terms “smart speaker” and “voice assistant” in-
terchangeably, but it’s noteworthy to differentiate them. The term
“voice assistant” covers many voice-activated assistants, like Siri
and Google Assistant, regardless of hardware. “Smart speakers” rep-
resent a subcategory of hands-free voice assistant products that are
strictly voice (or sound) activated, like Amazon’s Alexa-based Echo
products and Google’s Assistant-based Home products. Voicebot’s
“Voice Assistant Timeline” provides a summary of the history of
voice assistant products that includes assistants (Samsung’s Bixby,
Huawei’s Celia, BBC’s Beeb) and products (Apple HomePod, Face-
book Portal, Galaxy Home) [35] that go well beyond Amazon’s
Alexa, Google’s Assistant, and Apple’s Siri, the three products that
are the focus of this study.
To address the research questions, this review focuses on four areas
of research: the ethics of surveillance in voice assistants, ways that
voice assistants incorporate advertising and marketing in their pro-
gramming, the agency of voice assistants in providing responses to
queries, and the study of voice assistants in technical communica-
tion.

2.1 Ethics of Surveillance
Concerns about voice-activated listening devices like smart speak-
ers being used as data surveillance tools abound. Pridmore & Mols
[30], taking a measured tone about the danger that voice assistants’
knowledge of “an intimate sphere of everyday life” might pose to
users, write that “most (potential) users are unaware of the security
and privacy risks or the platform dataveillance capacities that these
connections potentially bring,” admitting that “a platform’s knowl-
edge of users in this context is still cloudy at best” (p. 10). West
[37], demonstrating the extent that Amazon seeks to make Alexa
“an indispensable service to consumers. . . in more private spaces
and situations” (p. 28) cites early attention by Tufekci [34] and
Zuboff [39] in observing the “likelihood of a slippery slope between
surveillance capitalism and political surveillance” (p. 32). Neville
[25], in unveiling the opacity of Amazon end-user agreements, re-
veals “endemic privacy concerns related to Amazon’s eavesmining
(“eavesdropping” + “data mining”) platform” and concludes that
“even with careful reason and analysis. . . a great deal of uncertainty
remains about the platform’s black boxed technical design and
Amazon’s application of data mining techniques” (p. 355). Addi-
tionally, McStay [23] finds that AI surveillance like eavesmining,
especially “emotional AI” (p. 1) that seeks to draw conclusions about
a person’s emotional state, represents an area of rare consensus
between industry (except marketing and advertising sectors) and
data protection NGOs on the importance of ethical positions on
user privacy.

Despite this rare consensus, evidence of surveillance exists in voice
assistant documentation and user agreements. For example, in Ama-
zon’s [3] “Common Questions about Alexa Privacy,” the answer to
“Is Alexa recording all my conversations?” is “no,” but the fact that
Alexa is always “listening” is reinforced in the following note about
when audio is sent to the cloud: “When you use the wake word,
the audio stream includes a fraction of a second of audio before
the wake word, and closes once your request has been processed.”
Although the wake word is required to start recording voice com-
mands, the device “listens” all the time. Apple’s [4] Siri terms of
service make no mention of listening as such, but notes that “by
default, Apple stores transcripts of your interactions with Siri.” No-
tably, Apple indicates that opt-outs are easily managed by users,
but the reality that Siri is actively awaiting the phrase “Hey Siri” to
perform tasks is not clearly articulated. Similarly, the Google [12]
Assistant data and privacy page makes no mention of listening, but
does indicate that “occasionally, the Assistant will activate when
you didn’t intend it to, because it incorrectly detected that you
wanted its help (like by a noise that sounds like ‘Hey, Google’).”
In all three documents, although direct references to “listening”
are absent, it appears clear that each voice assistant’s microphone
is active at all times. It is this concern about information an AI
technology like a voice assistant might glean that raises ethical
concerns about potential surveillance activity. Smart speakers rep-
resent potential sites of surveillance capitalism that are becoming
integrated into users’ intimate daily lives, and this opens questions
about how devices and their networked cloud services might use
data gleaned by active microphones.

2.2 Advertising and marketing
Questions about the effectiveness of smart speakers and other voice
assistants in marketing, advertising, and ultimately selling products
are raised by a number of scholars. Kowalczuk [16] examines why
users adopt smart speakers by applying Davis’s [7] technology ac-
ceptance model (TAM) and concludes that marketing practitioners
should “underline the enjoyment and reduce the consumers’ per-
ceptions of security/privacy risk and SA (surveillance anxiety). . .
at the same time” when marketing and promoting smart speakers
(p. 427). Lee and Cho [20] discover that embedding advertising in
users’ practical use of smart speakers (as in research and learn-
ing) is not effective, concluding that “the effectiveness of smart
speaker-based advertising only occurs when users regard smart
speakers as capable of emotional interaction” (p. 1163). Melumad et
al. [24] examine how voice assistants like smart speakers influence
product choice and conclude that “choices in today’s marketplace
are often the outcome of a technology-augmented process” that
reflects both consumer preference and the medium and modality on
which choices were formed (p. 98). Smart speakers and other voice
assistants are becoming accepted technologies whose usefulness
for both user-oriented tasks and product-oriented marketing are
perceived to be increasing and influencing purchasing decisions.

2.3 Agency
The extent to which voice assistants including smart speakers ex-
ert influence, or agency, on human behavior and actions is an-
other aspect being researched. Paul Atkinson and Richie Barker [2]
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investigate the role of networked devices like smart speakers in
expanding human cognition and find that voice assistants create
a “new type of interface that in many ways resembles a person
in a transactive memory network” (p. 62). They conclude with a
warning that “the increased automation of mobile devices in a trans-
active memory system simultaneously opens and contracts access
to information” (p. 64), revealing concerns about the level of ac-
tive agency networked devices may take in memory and cognition.
Mateusz Tomasz Kot and Grzegorz Leszczyński [15] conceptualize
business virtual assistants (BVA) in the professional workplace and
explore whether they should be conceived of as “boundary objects”
or “actors” within business interactions. They conclude that “BVA
is designed to perform boundary tasks in business interactions so it
has the potential to translate, coordinate and align the perspectives
of different actors” (p. 1161). The level of agency afforded to (or
taken by) voice assistants in professional and personal contexts
is inconclusive, but the concept of agency among voice assistants
remains in effect in these studies.

2.4 Technical communication
Because voice assistants and smart speakers are novel devices, the
technical communication and user experience fields have not con-
ducted extensive research on these services and products as com-
munication devices. Aspects of TC and UX practices can be found
among information technology and marketing conferences and
journals, including technical documentation ontologies and smart
home devices [36], identifying gender stereotypes in voice assis-
tants [11]; designing for cognitive disabilities in voice assistive
technologies [6], using user-centered design approaches for mobile
voice assistants [8], and design and UX testing of an electronic
health record voice assistant, DocPal [5].
However, with the notable exception of Lawrence’s research into
speech interface design [18, 19], little focused research in TC jour-
nals on smart speakers and voice assistants is available. SIGDOC’s
focus on the design of communication provides a useful forum for
the study of voice assistants, especially at the intersection of infor-
mation design, web development, and search optimization. Techni-
cal communicators regularly use structured data and metadata to
develop web pages and sites that are optimized for search engines.
As a result, ways that voice assistants interpret voice queries, search
for appropriate responses, and present answers (or a single answer)
are important for technical communicators to know and under-
stand. Specifically, research into the unknown and unknowable
origins (or blackboxed) sources for voice assistant responses are an
important line of inquiry for the field, especially given the prolif-
eration of “fake news” and dissemination of known falsehoods in
electronic media. The use of voice search, and voice-only responses,
represents a new domain of online search that requires technical
communicators to understand how search results are generated
and communicated using voice-only commands and responses.

3 METHODS
This exploratory research project seeks to address the following
research questions:

• Where do smart speakers find their answers?

• How do TC researchers and practitioners account for search
results on smart speakers and voice assistants when only a
single response is provided?

• What role do algorithms and AI play in providing responses,
and how much agency can or should be attributed to those
actors?

To answer these questions, this study turns for its methods to similar
research in the healthcare field by Alagha and Helbing [1], who
evaluated the quality and accuracy of responses by Amazon Alexa,
Apple Siri, and Google Assistant to questions about vaccine safety
and use. In their methods, they first identified a source of questions
to ask the voice assistants, then developed a rubric by which they
graded the quality of each answer. Each researcher posed the same
set of voice queries to two Apple iPads with Siri, Alexa, and Google
Assistant apps installed, then scored the response(s) each assistant
offered using their rubric.
While Alagha and Helbing [1] focused on quality and accuracy of
responses, this study focuses on the algorithm-centered search and
information retrieval processes involved in Amazon, Apple, and
Google voice searches. Using a posthuman approach to rhetorical
agency in which agency is described as emerging from interactions
among humans and networked technologies [9, 10, 13, 17, 21], this
study seeks to ascertain the influence algorithmic processes have
on voice query responses from Alexa, Siri, and Google Assistant.
Like Alagha and Helbing, the first step in this project was identi-
fying a useful source of questions to ask voice assistants. Zhao et
al. [38], in evaluating Google question answering quality, used the
Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) question-answering (QA) track
2007 [33] for their tests. TREC, under the auspices of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), continues to run
text retrieval tracks and collect data.2 For this study, the TREC
Question Answering track was used, and the most recent collection
therein, TREC 2017 Live QA Track Data, was selected. For each of
180 questions in the track, according to the README file, “multiple
NIST assessors independently created question interpretations and
judged responses” [35], but only the primary assessor’s question
restatement was evaluated and scored. This study selected appli-
cable3 question paraphrases from among the first 33 questions to
ask voice assistants as a preliminary starting point for proposing
methods for examining algorithmic influence on responses. 25 total
question responses were evaluated to determine which source each
voice assistant used to answer each question.
Three voice assistants were used in this study: an Amazon Echo Dot
using voice assistant Alexa, a MacBook Pro using voice assistant
app Siri, and the sameMacBook Pro using Google voice assistant on
the Google Chrome browser. In order to replicate actual use cases,
no settings were reset to factory defaults; the Amazon Echo Dot
was connected to the researcher’s personal Alexa app on an iPhone
XR, while the MacBook Pro was logged into the researcher’s Apple
and Google accounts. The researcher read each question in their
standard American accent, repeating queries when it was obvious

2See https://trec.nist.gov/data.html for a list of data collections.
3The goal of the study was to evaluate 25 total question responses. Seven questions
were skipped because they focused on the following narrow knowledge bases: English
Premier League football, the Chilean national football team, American professional
wrestling, a specific U.S. region, and a specific year, make, and model of an American
vehicle.
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the question was misrepresented by its on-screen transcription
(Apple and Google only; Alexa has no visual interface).

3.1 Procedure
For each question, the following procedures were followed. Voice
memos and screen captures were collected and stored in the re-
searcher’s Google Drive account, along with the Google Sheets file
where responses were correlated and noted.

3.1.1 Recording Alexa responses.

• Record the stated question and Alexa’s voice response using
iPhone Voice Memos.

• When an answer is provided, note the URL provided.
• When a response but no answer (e.g., “Hmm, I don’t know
that”), note that response.

3.1.2 Recording Siri responses.

• Record the stated question and Siri’s voice response if other
than “Here’s what I found.”

• Capture the Siri app’s response screen.
• Record the #1 source in the response (more than one source
was always provided).

• Record other voice responses when unusual or surprising.

3.1.3 Recording Google Assistant responses.

• Record the stated question and Google Assistant’s voice
response if other than silence.

• Capture the SERP response screen (a SERP was always re-
turned).

• Record the #1 source in the response (more than one source
was always provided).

• Record other voice responses and original when more than
simply the SERP.

Upon completing 25 question evaluations, store and organize all
data files in Google Drive.

4 RESULTS
This study seeks to identify and explore the algorithm-centered de-
cisions made when voice assistants provide responses to questions.
A summary of sources in responses, organized by voice assistant,
is listed in Table 1. Summary highlights of each voice assistant’s
response patterns are provided after the table. A list of questions
and response recordings in audio and picture format are available
in Appendix A.

4.1 Summary highlights by voice assistant
4.1.1 Alexa. Alexa provides only voice responses. Alexa left ques-
tions unanswered 13 of 25 times (52%). 11 of those responses were
some form of the phrase “Hmm, I don’t know that.” One question
prompted Alexa to ask for more information; when the question
was repeated in response to the prompt, Alexa responded with
“Thanks for telling me.” One question resulted in no response, even
after multiple times asking the question: after apparently “recogniz-
ing” or “understanding” the query, Alexa offered no response and
the activity light on the Echo Dot device went blank. When Alexa
provided an answer, 10 of 11 times it provided a URL to support
that answer. Some URLs were difficult to understand orally, even

upon listening to the response recording multiple times; for these,
the researcher reviewed Activity in the Alexa app to correctly iden-
tify the URL. In the one instance in which Alexa provided no URL
in the answer, the American Kennel Club was listed as reference
(“According to the American Kennel Club. . .”).

4.1.2 Siri. Unlike Alexa, Siri is an app that combines voice re-
sponses with ordered lists of sources (like a SERP). As a result, most
Siri voice responses included some form of the phrase “Here’s what
I found” followed by an ordered list of web resources listed in the
app window. Siri left questions unanswered 3 of 25 times (12%);
no voice or visual answer was provided for these three questions.
One voice response was “Hmm, I don’t have an answer for that.”
Another response provided the dates for the 2021 Wimbledon ten-
nis championship without citing a source. And a third response
moralized “That’s not nice.” Of the top sources provided for each
answer, all but one pointed to a website; the lone outlier pointed to
a business on a map.

4.1.3 Google Assistant. Unlike Siri’s dedicated app environment
in MacOS, Google Assistant as used in this study provides a voice
interface in the Google search window on Google Chrome for Mac.
Using this interface, the researcher voiced each question and re-
ceived a response. In most cases, no voice response was provided at
all; only the standard visual Google SERP appeared in response to
the voiced question, along with a text transcript of the question in
the search bar. Notably different, however, was that Google’s SERP
provided a number of variants in responses, including knowledge
graphs, featured snippets, recipe cards, shopping results, question
boxes, and sponsored ads.4 Google Assistant answered every ques-
tion (100%) with a SERP that included multiple ordered website
results. In one case, the top result was a sponsored ad; in another,
the top results were a set of three recipe cards. Additionally, Google
Assistant provided voice responses to six requests; in each case,
the voice response read the featured snippet from the SERP. One
response provided a featured snippet as a top result, but did not
voice the response. In two cases, the typed transcript of the question
revealed that Google Assistant had revised the question slightly
when providing results.

4.2 Sources
Since the focus of this study is on the sources chosen for answers,
it’s important to identify where these voice assistants coalesced and
differed in their responses. As Table 1 demonstrates, Siri and Google
Assistant matched sources 18 of 25 times (72), and the pages on
those sources are identical as well. However, when Alexa provided
an answer, its source never matched Siri or Google Assistant. The
difference between Alexa, with a single voice interface, and Siri
and Google Assistant, which include both a voice interface and a
visual interface, is striking.

5 DISCUSSION
This study seeks to identify where Alexa, as a representative smart
speaker, sources its answers to voice questions. Alexa is substan-
tially different from Siri and Google Assistant because both Siri and

4A brief summary of elements included in a Google SERP can be found at https:
//moz.com/learn/seo/serp-features.
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Table 1: Sources or alternative responses for answers provided by voice assistants.

QID* Alexa Siri Google Assistant
7002 thespruce.com #1:houzz.com #1:houzz.com
7003 coursera.com #1: Nathans Roofing (map) #1: adswat-radon.com
7004 No answer #1:freestyleusa.com #1:freestyleusa.com
7005 All Recipes (no URL) #1:bhg.com #1-3: recipe cards
7007 No answer #1:quora.com #1:quora.com
7009 No answer #1:quora.com #1:quora.com
7011 modernmechanix.com #1:thespruce.com #1:thespruce.com
7012 No answer #1:greenelectric-automation.ca Read featured snippet:flamefurnace.com
7013 American Kennel Club (no URL) #1:wagwalking.com Featured snippet read "According to

Wag..."
7014 No answer No answer #1:etsy.com
7016 Amazon.com #1:k9ofmine.com #1: k9ofmine.com (unread featured

snippet)
7017 url.org #1:yourswimlog.com Read featured snippet: yourswimlog.com
7018 No answer #1:greatdanecare.com #1:greatdanecare.com
7019 No answer #1:seanclearypa.com #1:seanclearypa.com
7020 No answer "Wimbledon is scheduled..." #1:sportsbettingdime.com
7021 No answer #1:counselingconnection.com #1:counselingconnection.com
7022 Prompt for more info #1:feeltennis.net #1:feeltennis.net
7023 ehow.co.uk, "Did that answer your

question?"
#1:hometips.com #1:hometips.com

7025 No response "That’s not nice" #1:claudiasmithwellbeing.com
7026 dogshealth.com parklandanimalclinic.com Read featured

snippet:parklandanimalclinic.com
7028 No answer #1:help.yahoo.com Read featured snippet: help.yahoo.com
7030 hubpages.com #1:wagwalking.com #1:whole-dog-journal.com
7031 quora.com #1:architecturaldigest.com #1:architecturaldigest.com
7032 apsense.com #1:sbg-sword-forum.forums.net #1:sbg-sword-forum.forums.net
7033 thenest.com #1:pomeranian.org Read featured snippet:pomeranian.org

* QID corresponds to the question number in the TREC 2017 Live QA Track dataset.

Google offer voice and visual responses. Alexa’s responses, there-
fore, require a single response that can be communicated clearly by
voice. Using the study’s research questions, this section interrogates
Alexa.

5.1 Where do smart speakers find their
answers?

Amazon doesn’t clarify how Alexa sources its responses, but Search
Engine Journal claims that Alexa uses Microsoft’s Bing as its search
engine [32]. Based on the limited number of answers Alexa pro-
vided, it appears clear that Google’s search results aren’t consulted
in Alexa’s search. There appears to be a default tendency to opt
for a retail solution in Alexa’s answers: sources like Coursera (QID
7003) and Amazon (QID 7016) focus on promoting and selling goods
and services. Alexa’s response to QID 7016 illustrates this tendency
toward retail quite clearly, even if the response doesn’t exactly
answer the question.

Researcher: “Alexa, how much does the Petsmart
beginner puppy class training program cost?”

Alexa: “Do you want to know the price for Petsmart
beginner puppy class training program?”

Research: “Yes.”

Alexa: “For Petsmart beginner puppy class training
program, the closest I could find on Amazon is PatPet
dog training collar dog shock collar with remote, three
training modes. It’s $21.24.”

We shouldn’t be surprised that Alexa would default to Amazon
when asked for a price, even when the price is asked about a differ-
ent brand. This represents clear manufacturer influence on results,
precisely as West [37] and Zuboff [40] predicted. Interestingly, nei-
ther Siri nor Google provided petsmart.com as the top result, even
though the question is clearly about a PetSmart product. PetSmart
represents the second and third source in Google Assistant results,
while PetSmart represents only the second result in Siri results.
Siri and Google Assistant clearly share their search source, although
not in response to all questions, based on sometimes different re-
sults from Google Assistant and Siri. However, Siri doesn’t include
additional elements Google provides in the SERP, like sponsored
ads, featured snippets, and knowledge graphs.
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5.2 How do TC researchers and practitioners
account for search results on smart
speakers and voice assistants when only a
single response is provided?

Speculative reverse engineering of Alexa’s responses to questions
is required to account for Alexa’s responses. The example provided
above in response to QID 7016 makes clear that the term “cost” in a
question is likely a heavily weighted term in Amazon’s search algo-
rithm. Unfortunately, we know very little about Amazon’s search
algorithms. Amazon’s A9 algorithm is built around and in deference
to its retail operations, according to the Wall Street Journal [22].
Alexa, on the other hand, uses Bing for its web search activities,
according to Search Engine Journal [32]. Sterling [32] notes that a
“study by SEMrush found only 1% overlap in answers to the same
voice queries across platforms,” a finding not replicated by this study,
but also not difficult to believe. From a practical standpoint, Alexa’s
results represent the importance of search engine optimization in
the work of technical communicators. Technical communicators,
regularly involved in developing and designing user-focused web
content, will need to examine the way smart speakers like Alexa
present results and develop strategies to structure data optimized
across all platforms, including voice assistants and smart speakers.
And from a research standpoint, there is much to study, and espe-
cially uncover, in the activity of smart speakers and voice assistants.
Lawrence should not be a lone voice interrogating voice acquisition
and voice search for inequities, discrimination, and algorithmic
bias. This study underscores the uneven, uncharted territory of in-
formation design and voiced search results among voice assistants.
To shine light on sourcing, manufacturers have a responsibility to
clearly and specifically identify not only the source of responses,
but also the rationale for selecting that response. For example, in
the case of Alexa’s use of the American Kennel Club as a source
for a response, a more nuanced response might indicate that the
American Kennel Club is an authority on American purebred dog
breeds and was therefore chosen as the source for the response. Pro-
viding this additional rationale would help users discern whether
the response is dependable and reliable beyond simply citing the
source or URL. Importantly, such rationales should not seek to make
moral or ethical judgments about sources, but should articulate the
rationale for selecting a source. If that rationale is unclear or can’t
be articulated in the voice response, then a more thorough answer
than “Hmm, I’m not sure about that” should be provided.

5.3 What role do algorithms and AI play in
providing responses, and how much agency
can or should be attributed to those actors?

One way of answering this question is to note that, in the case of
Alexa as a smart speaker, unfettered agency is granted to Amazon’s
approach to search. Alexa may use Bing for web searches now, but
profit motive suggests that its search results provider could easily go
to the highest bidder or the lowest cost option. Undoubtedly, Alexa’s
results are influenced by retail and dovetail with its Amazon online
store. More significantly, since Alexa offers no visual response in
the form of search results from which to select, its answers, when
provided, offer little opportunity to opt for different, clearer, or

more accurate responses. Alexa may prompt the user for more
information, as shown in QID 7016 above, but users are unlikely to
be able to prompt Alexa for more information about the response.
Another way to answer this question is to examine the differences
in how each platform answers questions. Siri uses Google and Bing
in providing responses [31]; Google Assistant calls on Google’s
entire SERP (including sponsored ads, knowledge graphs, featured
snippets, retail results, and more), and Alexa uses Bing, clearly
tinged with Amazon’s A9 algorithm. In each case, search algorithms
exert direct influence on what is heard and seen, and on what is
unheard and unseen. Just because Alexa doesn’t answer a question
at all, or because Siri and Google offer bad answers, doesn’t mean
correct, accurate, valid answers aren’t available online. It just means
that their algorithmic processes don’t account for those answers.

6 CONCLUSION
How should we hold voice assistants accountable for their answers?
This study is a timid first step into addressing that question.

6.1 Limitations
This is an exploratory study whose methods require refinement and
whose findings are preliminary. The study’s preliminary methods
and results suggest the following updates for future research.

• Expand the number of devices and interfaces tested to ensure
that audio-only and audio+visual interfaces are measured
against one another. The current study compares audio-only
and audio+visual interfaces, which naturally produces dif-
ferences.

• AI is a learning technology. Resetting devices to factory
defaults would ensure that device-learned patterns and be-
haviors are eliminated from testing. Another option may be
to study many users and their devices to allow the results
of AI learning to inform the results. In either option, more
generalizable knowledge would be produced.

• Add additional readers to read prompts to ensure that (or
determine whether) voice assistants recognize different in-
flections. Upon expansion, compare the results from readers
of differing gender identities, ethnic origins, regional accents,
and language fluencies to determine the extent to which
users impact responses.

• Record readers’ prompts and play them back to each voice
assistant to ensure that each device “hears” exactly the same
prompt spoken in exactly the same way.

6.2 Moving Forward
As voice assistants, and especially voice-only smart speakers, con-
tinue to saturate the consumermarket [14], the extent towhich their
answers are accurate, complete, ethical, and inclusive must be ad-
dressed. The fields of technical communication and user experience,
with their focus on ethical, social justice-oriented user-centered
design, are ideally situated to hold tech giants like Amazon, Google,
Apple, Samsung, Huawei, and Microsoft accountable for their de-
vices, their procedures, their algorithms, and the answers they offer.
This is important work we should do.
Additionally, the structured data that enables smart speakers to pro-
cess natural language queries, identify keywords and key phrases,
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match those phrases to search indexes, and present answers is the
province of technical communicators. While mathematicians pro-
gram algorithms, engineers develop network infrastructures, and
developers construct website frameworks, technical communica-
tors and UX professionals manage content and structure data for
online use. Understanding the far-reaching implications of struc-
tured data and content management across platforms, including
smart speakers, is important work for technical communicators.
McStay [23] identified rare consensus among industry and data
privacy NGOs in seeking common sets of operating rules when
researching and developing Emotional AI technologies. Similar con-
sensus may be possible in the realm of algorithmic accountability.
The black-boxed processes, regularly assisted by AI, that are used
to calculate and provide responses to search queries across all de-
vices should be uncovered. To date, these algorithmic processes
are considered intellectual property, trade secrets of their various
brands. Whether a single response is provided by a voice assistant,
or an entire SERP is provided by a search engine, the means by
which one or more top results were identified, the relevance order
of those results, and the various components of the SERP should
be clearly explained. Because AI naturally adapts itself to users
and search patterns, those rationales should not be “canned” as a
one-size-fits-all disclaimer among terms of use. Instead, they should
explain how that specific result (in the case of voice assistants) or
those ranked results (in the case of SERPs) were selected and sorted
as most relevant and best able to address the query. For voice assis-
tants, that explanation can be incorporated into the voice response.
For SERPs, that explanation can be appended to the results pages.
As a TC and UX community, we should seek to reveal the hidden
functions of algorithmic choices and demonstrate the impact that
user-centered information design can have on voice-only search
and search results.
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A APPENDIX
The following table (Table 2) lists selected questions from the
TREC2017LiveQATrackData along with links to recorded audio
responses and saved screen captured responses from each voice
assistant. Question ID (QID) from TREC 2017. Audio recorded as
voice memos (VM); screenshots captured as PNG screen captures
(SC). Where both audio and screenshots were captured, both files
are listed.
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Table 2: Questions and links to responses provided by each voice assistant.

QID Primary Assessor Question Alexa Siri Google
7002 Can my schefflera plant survive if it has healthy

roots but no leaves?
VMAlexa7002 SCSiri7002 SCGoogle7002

7003 Where can I go to get windows filled with
Radon?

VMAlexa7003 SCSiri7003 SCGoogle7003

7004 What are the difference between each of the 4
different types of Freestyle watches (shark, tide,
dive and sport)?

VMAlexa7004 SCSiri7004 SCGoogle7004

7005 How do you make homemade glass cleaner? VMAlexa7005 SCSiri7005 SCGoogle7005
7007 Is 12.89 seconds fast for a 14 year old in a 100

meter race?
VMAlexa7007 SCSiri7007 SCGoogle7007

7009 Can U.K. sockets be switched with US sockets? VMAlexa7009 SCSiri7009 SCGoogle7009
7011 How many volts is the electric shock you can

get changing a fuse in the fuse box in an
apartment building?

VMAlexa7011 SCSiri7011 SCGoogle7011

7012 Are there any dangers in changing a glass fuse
in an electrical panel?

VMAlexa7012 SCSiri7012 SCGoogle7012
VMGoogle7012

7013 Are there any injections to promote growth in
dogs?

VMAlexa7013 SCSiri7013 SCGoogle7013
VMGoogle7013

7014 Did you sweat today? VMAlexa7014 SCSiri7014
VMSiri7014

SCGoogle7014

7016 How much does the Petsmart beginner puppy
class training program cost?

VMAlexa7016 SCSiri7016 SCGoogle7016

7017 Are there any alternatives to ear plugs while
swimming?

VMAlexa7017 SCSiri7017 SCGoogle7017
VMGoogle7017

7018 Are there suggestions for effecting behavioral
improvements and anxiety problems in a deaf
great dane puppy?

VMAlexa7018 SCSiri7018 SCGoogle7018

7019 What should one do if he has ingested water
from a swimming pool?

VMAlexa7019 SCSiri7019 SCGoogle7019

7020 Who do you pick to win this year’s men’s and
women’s singles titles at Wimbledon?

VMAlexa7020 VMSiri7020
SCSiri7020

SCGoogle7020

7021 How can I boost my feelings when others are
bragging about their marks that are higher than
mine?

VMAlexa7021 SCSiri2021 SCGoogle7021

7022 I am looking for some constructive criticism to
improve my amateur tennis game.

VMAlexa7022 SCSiri7022 SCGoogle7022

7023 How do you cut off the electricity in an
apartment using glass fuses?

VMAlexa7023 SCSiri7023 SCGoogle7023

7025 I have an urge to poop in the pool. Should I do
it or get some psychiatric help?

No response VMSiri7025
SCSiri7025

SCGoogle7025

7026 What should I do if my overweight dog still
acts hungry after I have fed him?

VMAlexa7026 SCSiri7026 SCGoogle7026
VMGoogle7026

7028 How does Yahoo fantasy football live draft
handle draft pick trades from previous season?

VMAlexa7028 SCSiri7028 SCGoogle7028
VMGoogle7028

7030 What should one do to train or condition a dog
that seemingly wants to play, but shows some
fear of a human?

VMAlexa7030 SCSiri7030 SCGoogle7030

7031 Should I wash my clothes in the washer at the
same time as my bed quilt?

VMAlexa7031 SCSiri7031 SCGoogle7031

7032 Could you recommend a swordsmith who can
make a custom-designed sword for me at a
reasonable price?

VMAlexa7032 SCSiri7032 SCGoogle7032

7033 Will my pomeranian’s fur grow back after
being cut too short by the groomer?

VMAlexa7033 SCSiri7033 SCGoogle7033
VMGoogle7033
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VM Alexa 7002
SC Siri 7002
SC Google 7002
VM Alexa 7003
SC Siri 7003
SC Google 7003
VM Alexa 7004
SC Siri 7004
SC Google 7004
VM Alexa 7005
SC Siri 7005
SC Google 7005
VM Alexa 7007
SC Siri 7007
SC Google 7007
VM Alexa 7009
SC Siri 7009
SC Google 7009
VM Alexa 7011
SC Siri 7011
SC Google 7011
VM Alexa 7012
SC Siri 7012
SC Google 7012
VM Google 7012
VM Alexa 7013
SC Siri 7013
SC Google 7013
VM Google 7013
VM Alexa 7014
SC Siri 7014
VM Siri 7014
SC Google 7014
VM Alexa 7016
SC Siri 7016
SC Google 7016
VM Alexa 7017
SC Siri 7017
SC Google 7017
VM Google 7017
VM Alexa 7018
SC Siri 7018
SC Google 7018
VM Alexa 7019
SC Siri 7019
SC Google 7019
VM Alexa 7020
VM Siri 7020
SC Siri 7020
SC Google 7020
VM Alexa 7021
SC Siri 2021
SC Google 7021
VM Alexa 7022
SC Siri 7022
SC Google 7022
VM Alexa 7023
SC Siri 7023
SC Google 7023
VM Siri 7025
SC Siri 7025
SC Google 7025
VM Alexa 7026
SC Siri 7026
SC Google 7026
VM Google 7026
VM Alexa 7028
SC Siri 7028
SC Google 7028
VM Google 7028
VM Alexa 7030
SC Siri 7030
SC Google 7030
VM Alexa 7031
SC Siri 7031
SC Google 7031
VM Alexa 7032
SC Siri 7032
SC Google 7032
VM Alexa 7033
SC Siri 7033
SC Google 7033
VM Google 7033
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